"Before I saw the numbers, I knew my tubs and Oxy-Gen™ were producing great feeding results.

"Then I saw Dakota feed-lot data showing a 7% increase in feed conversion on both steers and heifers and a 7% increase in rate of gain!*" —Steve Orwig

*I Under University test conditions, the increases have been as high as 13%.

"My customers using my tubs with Oxy-Gen™ are getting fantastic breeding results!" —Steve Orwig

I knew that Oxy-Gen™ was used by North America’s leading breeders. Bull studs and embryo transfer people in all species.

Did you know that Foundation Sires experienced a tripling of the semen quality and quantity of its leading bull, Charisma?

Top Meadow Farms experienced a 250% increase in the number of embryos.

No wonder that in range conditions, the conception rate rises at least 25%!

Is it magic? No! The simple facts are the animals are healthier and sexual health and good health go together.

"My customers are very happy with the results of Oxy-Gen™ in our tubs!" —Steve Orwig

Customers have been getting:

Faster gains
Better feed conversion
Less illness
Better muscling
Better conception
Top performance
BETTER MUSCLING AND YIELDS IN ALL SPECIES

How do we do it?

We ensure that the animal breathes better naturally, which results in more oxygen at the muscle site. More oxygen means more fully-developed muscle.

Plus we include natural ingredients to increase blood flow and circulation without raising blood pressure.

IT'S ALL-NATURAL!

NO UNWANTED SIDE EFFECTS

QUALIFIES FOR NATURAL FOOD PRODUCTS IN ALL OF NORTH AMERICA

COMPATIBLE WITH ALL INGREDIENTS AND APPROVED FOR NATURAL FOODS

GREATER STAMINA AND YOU’LL SEE BETTER SHIPPING

LESS ILLNESS IN RANGE CONDITIONS

FASTER RECOVERY TIME IN COMPETITIVE EVENTS

BETTER ADJUSTMENT TO TEMPERATURE AND WEATHER CONDITIONS

ORWIG’S TUBS, INC 1-888-766-TUBS